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Contact: Ulrich Kamp, assistant professor, UM Department of Geography, 243-6469.
UM PROFESSOR RECEIVES GRANT FROM NSF, RESEARCHES QUAKE’S EFFECT
MISSOULA Three days after the October earthquake that rocked Pakistan, Ulrich Kamp, a physical
geographer and professor from The University o f Montana, received a phone call asking for his
expertise.
General Nadeem, the head of the earthquake recovery program in Pakistan, called Kamp
to ask if he would help assess damage and study the earthquake’s effects on the people and the
country. Nadeem and Kamp first met when Kamp was studying the relationship between glaciers
and mountain formations for his Ph.D. in Pakistan in the mid-to-late ’90s.
The Pakistan earthquake, with a magnitude o f 7.6, took place at 8:50 a.m. on Oct. 8 and
lasted about 30 seconds. More than 79,000 people were killed and some 65,000 were injured.
After hearing about the devastation, Kamp created a proposal for a special National
Science Foundation grant totaling almost $30,000 that was available for emergency research
situations. Kamp wanted to research the earthquake in Pakistan, and assess the subsequent
consequences, before the landscape was modified by clean-up and reconstruction efforts. He
particularly wanted to study the role of mass movements in landscape revolution, specifically
earthquake-induced landslides. He also wanted to provide his expertise to the Pakistani people in
their time of crisis.
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After receiving the grant, Kamp, colleagues Lewis Owen, a geologist from the University
of Cincinnati, and Jennifer Parker, a UM graduate student in geography, left for Pakistan four
weeks after the quake took place.
Parker’s mission on the trip was to look at the earthquake’s impact on the Pakistani
society. She studied the damage of landslides and mass movements on Pakistan’s technological
structures, which included houses and office buildings. She also conducted interviews with
Pakistani citizens and refugees in area tent villages.
“From my interviews I learned that the earthquake victims were very thankful that we
were there to study the earthquake and they were also thankful for all of the aid they received
from the international community,” Parker said.
“What the Pakistanis did in the three weeks since we had been there is amazing,” Kamp
said.
But even so, the area was ravaged by the quake. “We didn’t see one house without
cracks,” he said.
While in Pakistan, the group studied the area 30 miles around Muzzaffarabad, the capital
of the Pakistani-held portion of Kasmir, and the area hardest hit by the earthquake. The group
traveled as far as possible into three of the valleys, but because of heavy rain and large amounts
of fallen rock, members were unable to reach many cities accessed only through the valley roads.
Along the way, however, the researchers mapped landslides, including how many they
saw, how big they were and where they were located. Then Kamp and Owen tried to determine
why landslides occurred in a given area. One thing they noticed is that most of the landslides
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occurred in a special geographic location intense in limestone dolomite, which is limestone
containing magnesium.
Taking all of this information and combining it with statistics on everything from the
number of deaths to the amount of relief a particular area received to the severity of the
landslides, Kamp plans to create a small-scale Geographical Information System. The GIS is a
database of information with maps on everything from statistics to geographical formations that
can be overlayed and used to answer questions for the Muzzaffarabad area of Pakistan. Using
remote sensing images of before and after the earthquake, people will then be able to compare
information on geomorphology, impact on human life, damage to the infrastructure of buildings,
and perceptions of Pakistani citizens, as well as statistics on death and relief received in the area
and compare it against the satellite images.
“The GIS will include all statistical data, pictures o f typical landslides, thematic maps,
and as an analysis, a first hazard zonation map,” Kamp said.
Since coming back to the United States, Kamp has been analyzing the satellite images
from before and after the earthquake. He also has been working with a computer program to help
determine the volume of fallen rock in the area, as well as inputting data collected on the trip.
Kamp said he hopes to collaborate with the Pakistani government and the United Nations
to share data and create an even more comprehensive GIS for the Muzzaffarabad area.
Eventually, he said he plans to submit a proposal to the Nation Science Foundation requesting
another grant, this time for a large-scale GIS that would cover landslides in Karakoram and
Himalaya. Kamp plans to submit the proposal for the larger-scale GIS to the National Science
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Foundation around the beginning of the 2006-07 academic year. He then hopes to be conducting
field research by 2007.
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